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1. ABL method helps the learners to ....... 

  A) be playful during the class   C) memorize English structures  

  B) learn with freedom    D) depend on the teacher all the time 

2.A supplememtary reader is meant for ......  

  A) Extensive reading     C) Intensive reading  

  B) Local comprehension    D) Global comprehension 

3. A quick gathering of information from the text is known as.........  

  A) skimming   B) scanning   C) reading D) browsing   

4. The ...........movement of the eye is called regression.  

  A) forward   B) sideward  C) backward  D) saccadic   

5. In the Active Learning Method(ALM) Mind map is drawn to check the......of 

the students.  

  B) writing Skill       A) drawing Skill  

  C) understanding of the content  D) to while away the time 

6. The former president of India, Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam has consented to 

address the students of your school on the eve of Annual day. Which discourse 

among the ones listed below is best  suitable for informing the parents of the 

students about the same?  

  A) letter   B) diary   C) notice    D) slogan    
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7. In which classification of work can we categorise teaching? 

  A) Clerical   B) Managerial  C) Skilled D) Professional    

8. Suppose you want to teach the word 'Pat'. Which one of the following is the 

easiest way to teach it? 

  B) Telling a story in which the word 'pat' is used   

  A) Drawing the picture of someone patting 

  C) Using the word 'Pat' in a sentence 

  D) Showing the action of 'patting'  

9. When you read something quickly in order to find the main points you call it 

  A) skimming  B) scanning C) intensive reading   D)extensive reading   

10. The teacher of English uses 'pait-work' in the classroom to .....  

  A) improve pupil's knowledge.   

   B) improve the teacher's teaching. 

   C) improve pupil's communication skills,   

  D) improve the teacher's English. 

11. The aim of teaching poetry is.......   

  A) to help pupils to write poems.    

  B) to help pupils to enjoy reading the poems. 

  C) to help pupils only to learn poems by heart.  

  D) to write the poems in their notebooks. 

12. Reading a passage from the Supplementary Reader for enjoyment and 

expansion of information is called............ 

  A) Intensive Reading    B) Silent Reading   

C) Self Reading    D) Extensive Reading 

13. Remedial teaching involves........... 
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  A) testing continuously    C) teaching and testing 

  B) teaching difficult topics   C) teaching, testing and reteaching 

14. Which is not a quality of 'good handwriting'?   

  A) legibility   B) Distinctiveness    

C) Spacing                   D) Absence of uniformity in the size of the letters. 

15. Identify the correct characteristic:   

    If a test measures what it intends to measure, then it is one of the 

characteristics of a good test.    

  A) Practicability  B) Reliability   C) Scorability  D) Validity  

16. Verbal guidance is least effective in the learning of  

  D) facts     A) attitudes   B) relationships  C) skills 

17. Extensive reading. If properly guided will....... 

  A) Creative love for extra-reading   B) Create love for doing exercise 

  C) Create love for listening English   D) Create love for writing English 

18. Listening is a process of hearing with.....   

  A) Understanding, interpreting and responding  

  B) Responding, understanding and interpreting 

  C) Interpreting, responding and understanding  

  D) Understanding, responding and interpreting 

19. In dictionary V (pp) means.....  

  B) Verb past tense  A) Verb present participle  

 C) Verb past participle D) Phrasal verb 

 

20. Factual descriptions of an event or incident are called.....  
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  A) Reports   B) Articles   C) Records D) Registers    

21. A paraphrase of a passage should be......   

  A) Of specific length compared to the original passage 

  B) Much shorter than the original passage 

  C) Much longer than the original passage 

  D) No hard and fast rule for the length. 

22. Body language is considered as vehicle of communication along with voice 

and pitch.  If one leans forward it is interpreted as..  

  B) Feeling uneasy      A) Wishing to get involved  

C) direct       D) situational approach 

23. Dr. C. J. Dadson developed .......method.  

  D) communicative  A) bilingual  B) direct  C) situational approach 

24. The combination of all approaches is called.......  

  D) bilingual   A) SOS   B) direct   C) eclectic 

25. In ABL separate ............are assigned for each learning activity.  

  D) schools   A) teacher   B) logos   C) class rooms 

26. Active learning is involving............directly.  

  D) public   A) parents   B) Students   C) teachers 

27. "Prose is words in their best order."-Whose words is this?  

  D) Eliot   A) Coleridge   B) wordsworth  C) Shakespeare 

28. Prose is for information and poetry is for.......... 

  A) comprehension  B) appreciation C) composition  D) documentation 

29. Language is a set of words and a set of............  

   D) examples   A) none   B) rules   C) gapes 

30. ............is taught inductively.  

  D) speaking   A) writing   B) spelling   C) grammar 
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1. A thesaurus is used to find out.......  

  D) syllabication  A) origin   B) synonyms   C) usage 

2. Skimming is used to........... Identify the main ideas of a text.  

  D) closely   A) quickly   B) slowly   C) rapidly 

3. Scanning is going through the text quickly with a view to looking 

.........information.  

  D) specific  A) common   B) ordinary  C) normal 

4. Readers can .........a passage for a general idea of its context.  

  D) relate   A) scan   B) link   C) skim 

5. .........refers to the links or connection between successive clauses. 

  D) Abbreviation  A) Conjunction  B) Cohesion  C) Interjection 

6. Find out the odd one 'accuracy, appropriacy, avoidance, ability,  

  D)avoidance  A) ability   B) accuracy  C) appropriacy 

7. ..............is an attempt or a trial in writing a piece of composition.  

  D) A poem   A) A paragraph  B) A sentence  C) An essay 

8. Explaining something is called..................type of essay. 

  D) expository  A) narrative  B) descriptive  C) argumentative 

9.In report writing facts should be collected from.............sources. 

  D) interviews  A) authertic  B) books   C) newspapers 

10. ..............is a short funny play.  

  D) A poem   A) A drama  B) A skit   C) A short story 
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11. The e-mail )Electronic mail) is ..............  

  D) tiny   A) long   B) broad   C) short 

12. ...............makes communication almost instant.  

  D) newspaper  A) e-mail   B) television   C) radio 

13. Prose is more............than fictitious.  

  D) factual   A) imaginary  B) artificial   C) provoking 

14. In poem ..............words are permissible. 

   D) syntactic  A) colloquial  B) archaic   C) trochaic 

15. A poem focuses on ........ideas.  

  D) no   A) one    B) two   C) many 

16. A .........can be built around an object, incident, person.  

  D) rhyme   A) essay   B) composition  C) poem 

17.The letter 'r' is pronounced when followed by a --------------  

  A) diphthong  B) vowel  C) Consonant   D)semi vowel 

18.Sounds that do not produce vibration of vocal chords are called ---------- 

 A) approximants B) voiceless sounds   C) voiced sounds  D) The plosives 

19.Correct word for the phonetic transcription/b3:d/is------------  

  A) bird   B) birdie   C) Bard   D) Beard 

20. Find the word that is pronounced differently from others:  

     I) Blood II) Moon III) Soon IV) Mood 

  A) I    B)II    C) III    D) IV 

21. Find the word that is pronounced differently from others:   

     I) Bear II) dare II) Fare IV) Dear 

  A) I    B)II    C) III    D) IV 
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22. Find the word that is pronounced differently from others:  

     I) Enjoyed II) Jumped III)Died IV) Filled 

  A) I    B)II    C) III    D) IV 

23.Pick out the correct pronunciation of the word italicized in the following 

sentence:   

  A) Kond ^kt/  B) /kand^kt  C) kend k^t/  D) /ke:nd k^t/ 

24. Identify the correct phonemic trascription for 'germinate;   

  A) d33: mineit  B) J1:mineit  C)3:minait   D) d3emineit 

25. Choose the correct word for phonetic transcription :   

  A) goal   B) glum   C) glow   D) girl 

26. Twenty six letters of English alphabets do the work of ---------sounds. 

   A) Forty three   B) Forty two   C) Forty D) Forty four 

27.In which of the combination the letter 'h' is pronounced?   

  A) exhibit-exhilaate B) rhetoric-khaki C) heir-hour D) hostel-hostile  

28.Suffixes are usually   

   A) unstressed  B) strongly stressed C) weakly stressed D) stressed 

29. Which one of the following phonetic transcriptions of the word 

"examination" is correct?   

  A) /Ig,ZaemI'neIfn/  B) Ig,zaemI'neISn/   

   C) /Ig,zaemI'nelZn/  D) /Ig,zaemI'neIfan/ 

 30. Correct word for the phonetic transcription/tr^k/is----------- 

  A) trick   B) trek   C) truck   D) trig 
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1. Fill in the blanks choosing the correct word.  

The cry of a duck is 'quack'. The cry of a frog is-------------------- 

  A) Growl   B) grunt   C) scream   D) croak 

2. Find out the animal(s) which make the sound 'squeak'.  

  A) Guinea pigs  B) Hamsters C) Tapirs D) All of the above animals 

3. The cry of 'parrot' is……….. 

  A) hiss   B) hum   C) cry    D) talk 

4. Which among the following is not correct? 

  A) cat-mew  B) hens-croak  C) swan-cry  D) mosquito - whine 

5. Which are correct? 1. crow-caw 2. rooster-crow 3. bat-screech 4. goat-

bleat 

  A) 1,3    B) 1,3,4   C) 1,2,4   D) all 

6. Bleat is not the cry of………. 

  A) donkey   B) lamb   C) giraffe   D) goat 

7. Howl is the cry of ……. 1. dogs, 2. jackals 3. wolves 4. horses 

  A) 1   B) 1,2    C) 2,3    D) 2,3,4 

8. Dogs……. 1. bark 2. woof 3. wow 4. bow 

  A) 1,3    B) 1,2,4   C) 1,2,3   D) 1,3,4 

9.  Odd one out 

  A) lark-sing  B) parrot-talk  C) swan-cry  D) cow- moo 

10. A hyena……….. 
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  A) hyena    B) giggles   C) shouts   D) laughs 

11. A lion roars like…………  

  A) bear   B) wolf   C) tiger   D) cheetah 

12. Flies………..  

  A) buzz   B) swiss   C) hiss   D) jiss 

13. Correct phonetic transcription for the word 'child'is------------ 

  A) /tfaild/   B) failed/   C) tfeild/   D) / field/ 

14. Which among the following is not vowel? 

  A) fricatives   B) plosives   C) nasal   D) none 

15. /rJ/ is a phoneme of….Soundd 

  A) plosive   B) affricative   C) nasal   D) lateral 

16. Which among the following are not correct related with vowel sounds? 

  1. Continuous voiced sounds 

  2. Having obstruction in speech tract 

  3. Having 2 classification that are Pure vowels and monopthongs 

  4. / j/; /w/ are semi vowels 

  A) 1,3   B) oi    C) ea    D) ae 

17. Which among the following is not a diphthong? 

  A) ue   B) ci    C) ea    D) ae 

18.A……… is the smallest unit of meaningful sound in a language. 

  A) phonetic  B) phoneme  C) phonology  D) phonogram 

19. A consonant is a sound that is produced …. Obstruction and which would 

produce audble. 

  A) with, friction B) with, sound C) without, sound D) without, friction 
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20. The phonetic transcription of 'clever'is ………….. 

  A) kleve®/  B) /kl^ve®/  C) kleve ®/  D) / kleve® / 

21. The word for the transcription /ka:v/ is……………………… 

  A) cave   B) calve   C) cow   D) cove 

22. The words for the transcription /flu:/ are………1. Flu 2. floe 3. flew 4. flue 

  A) 1,3    B) 1,3,4   C) 1,2,4   D) 2,3,4 

23. Which among the following consonants are never doubled? 

  A) v,j,k,p,x  B) v,j,k,w,x  C) v,j,b,w,x  D) v,f,k,w,x 

24. The letter----is mostly used in English language? 

  A) s    B) t    C) a    D) e 

25. No normal English words ends with the letter……….. 

  A) v    B) q    C) z    D) h 

26. Correct word for the phonetic transcription /br^f/ is 

  A) braes   B) brews   C) brush   D) brash 

27. 'Study of speech sound' is called…………… 

  A) Statistics  B) Phonetics  C) Electronics  D) Economics 

28. There are…………. Vowel letters. 

  A) six    B) five   C) three   D) seven 

29. There are………… Dipthongs. 

  A) five   B) seven   C) eight   D) nine 

30. There are …….. Pure vowels. 

  A) eleven   B) eight   C) nine   D) twelve 
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1. Odd one out 

  A) Brother   B) Father   C) Cousin   D) Uncle 

2. Pointing to a photograph of aboy Suresh said, "He isthe son of my 

mother." How is Suresh elated to that boy? 

  A) Brother   B)Uncle   C) Cousin   D) Father 

3. Which among the following pairs are correct? 

  A) 1,2,3   B) 1,2,4   C) 1,3,4   D) 2,3,4 

4. Introducing a boy, a girl said, "He is the son of the daughter of the father 

of my uncle. " How is the boy related to the girl? 

  A) Brother  B) nephew   C) Uncle   D) son-in-kaw 

5. Introducing a woman, Shashank said, " She is the mother of the only 

daughter of my son. " How that woman is related to Shashank? 

  A) daughter  B) sister-in-law  C) Wife  D) daughter-in-law 

6. There are……….. Sounds in English language. 

  A) thirty two  B) thirty six  C) forty   D) Forty four 

7. /ai/is phoneme of……………….. 

  A) vowel   B) consonant  C) dipthongs  D) monopthongs 

8. : denotes 

  A) sound   B) short sound  C) long sound   D) silent 

9. Find the odd one out 

  A) finger   B) arm   C) ankle   D) shoulder 

10. Which among the following is correct? 
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Choose the correct phrasal prepositions to complete the sentence 

1. Dr. Kumar was susceptible……….. 

  A) on flattery   B) to flattery   C) for flattery 

2. The farmers were keen……………. The fields before the monsoon. 

  A) for harvesting  B) on harvesting  C) to harvesting 

3. ………… it rained, the teams continued to play the match. 

  A) In the event of  B) On account of  C) Even though 

4. Arun rescued a little girl……… 

  A) from drowing  B) of drowining  C) on drowining 

5. ……. Eating your food, wash your hand. 

  A) before   B) after   C) if 

6. Sridevi is good………. 

  A) of dancing   B) at dancing   C) on dancing 

7. The flights were delayed….. Thick fog. 

  A) because   B) due to   C) despite 

8. Siddiq was instrumental……….. The company. 

  A) on developing  B) in developing  C) for developing 

9. Ponting gave up his captaincy………… Clarke. 

  A) in favour of  B) in the face of  C) by dint of 

10. Gzandesigan has a ………. The Carnatic music 

  A) in spite of   B) passion for   C) ahead of 

11. Jayashree is…… ruin. 
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 A) accepted  B) expected 

6. They………. Clean drinking water for the party. A) prepare B) provide 

7. Ragu is very……….      A) beautiful B) handsome 

8. Cherrapunji people……… water.    A) waste   B) save 

9. As the car passed it……. The rainwater.  A) Shook  B) spattered 

10. People…. Monsoon.     A) welcome  B) envy 

11. Ragavi will…. The money order tomorrow  A) get  B) receive 

12. The rhythm of the songs was fast and……… A) interesting  B) quick 

13. Don't ……….. The flowers.    A) break   B) pluck 

14. The Carpenter……. A door    A) made        B) do 

15. Abdulla is very……..     A) beautiful    B) handsome 

16. Can you.. The sound?     A) listen   B) hear 

17. Vishnu……… to take the money.   A) refused  B) denied 

18. The statue is……….. Marbles.    A) made from B) made of 

19. I go to school to ………Hindi    A) know   B) learn 

20. Nandu is ……….. News paper now.   A) reading  B) studying 

21.Durga is …… in a bike accident.    A) wounded  B) injured 

22. Toufeeq is six feet………….    A) tall   B) high 

23. We should……. Freedom fighters   A) remember  B) remind 

24. Columbus………. America             A) invented B) discovered 

25. We should keep our mouth………   A) clean  B) clear 

26. Kamal told me a ………..              A)history   B) story 

27. Joshi stands in the…….. Of the street   A) middle   B) centre 

28. The doctor has many………    A) customers  B) clients 
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A) a    B) an   C)the   D)no article 

12. My neighbour has…. Flock of sheep.  

A) a    B) an  C)the    D)no article 

13. There is a tiger in the forest……tiger was hugry   

A) a    B) an  C)the    D)no article 

14. This is .. Book that I wanted to read it.  

A) a    B) an  C)the    D)no article 

15. Kala was half-….hour late for her class.  

A) a    B) an  C)the    D)no article 

16. He was.. First man to arrive  

A) a    B) an  C) the    D)no article 

17. Twelve inches make….. Foot  

A) a    B) an  C) the    D)no article 

18. My uncle is still in……. Hospital  

A) a    B) an  C) the    D)no article 

19. Identify the pattern of the following sentence: 

     He answered my question instantly 

  A) SVOA   B)SVCA  C)SV IO DO   D) SVA 

20. Birds fly in the sky. 

  A) SVOA    B)SV IO DO  C) SVA   D) SVA 

21. Vinoth became a teacher 

  A) SVOC   B)SVCA  C)SVC   D)SVO 

22. We played tennis yesterday. 

  A) SVOA   B)SVCA  C)SVAA   D)SVIODO 

23. We call Gandhi 'Mahatma' 
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  A)should   B)would   C)must/may  D)can 

23. The school assembly starts at 8.30 You… be here before that. 

  A)should   B)would   C)may  D)can 

24. I have written a letter to my father. I…… get a reply. 

  A)may   B)would   C)might   D)can 

25. I……….. Get a money order…….. 

  A)should   B)would   C)might   D)need 

26. You……….. Not waste your time. 

  A)should   B)would   C)might   D)will 

27. You…….. Respect elders. 

  A)should   B)will   C)ought to   D)would 

28. Gandhi………. Walk long distance. 

  A)ought to   B) used to   C) dare to   D) need 

29. How………. You oppose me? 

  A) could   B)will   C)dare    D)need 

30. ………. I close the door? 

  A)should   B)shall   C)might   D)need 

 

 

1. Choose the right question to get the italicized part as the answer.  

       The children are sitting in the garden. 

  A)Where do children sit? B) Where have the children been sitting? 
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  A) 4    B) 3    C) 1    D) 2 

30. How I wish I were invited to the party! (as a statement) 

  A) I wished that I had been invited to the party.  

  B) I wish that I have been invited to the party. 

  C) I wish that he had been invited to the party. 

  D) I wish that I had been invited to the party. 

 

1. China is more thickly populated than India. Choose the positive degree 

for the given statement. 

   A) India is as thickly populated as China 

  B) India is more thickly populated than China 

  C) India is so thickly populated as China 

  D) India is not so thickly populated as China 

2. Identify the correct comparative form of the given sentence: 

      Chennai is one of the largest cities in India. 

  A) Chennai is large than most other cities in India. 

  B) Chennai is larger than most other cities in India. 

  C) Chennai is not larger than most other cities in India. 

  D) Chennai is as large as most other cities in India. 

3. Find out the sentence which conveys same meaning to the given 

sentence. 

       Ravi is richer than any other traderin our market. 

  1. Ravi is the only richest trader in our market. 
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  A) oxymoron  B) assonance C) onomatopoeia D) personification 

29. What is the figure of speech used here? the time is bries a thread the 

length of a span' - What is  the figure of speech used here? 

  A) Metaphor  B) personification  C) irony  D) hyperbole 

        30. What is the figure of speech used here? 

  A) oxymoron  B) assonance  C) metaphor  D) hyperbole 

 

 

1. Rearrange the following sentences in proper sequence to form a 

meaningful paragraph, and  answer the given questions. 

 A)   The farmer called his neighbours and asked them to help him put mud 

into the well but   the mule thought that he was calling the neighbours to 

help him get out of the well. 

B) A farmer wanted to get rid of his old mule and buy a new one but the 

mule always came back from wherever the farmer left him. 

C) He walked away from his cruel master and never returned. 

D) One day the mule fell into the well and the farmer thought, 'Why not 

bury it there so that I don't have to worry about getting rid of it?' 

E) The mule started shaking off all the mud that fell on him and kept 

climbing on the leap of mud as it fell into the well, soon he was on top of the 

mud heap and he easily got out of the well. 

F) When they started putting mud in the well the mule realized his master's 
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 D) Kumaran liked computer but had none. 

12. Kuralmathi thought of earning money that way. 

 A) Kuralmathi decided to go that way.   

 B) Kuralmathi decided to make that her profession 

 C) Kuralmathi decided that was the method of doing something. 

 D) Kuralmathi did not decide to make that her profession 

13. Neither Rajagopal nor Malarjothi attended the function. 

  A) Rajagopal and Malarjothi did not at end the function. 

  B) Rajagopal and Malarjothi attended the function. 

  C) Only Rajagopal attended the function. 

  D) Rajagopal and Malarjothi only attended the function. 

14. On seeing Latha, Thangaraj ran away.  

 A)Thangaraj ran away   B)Thangaraj and Latha didn't run away.            

C)Thangarai and Latha ran away. D) Suba ran away. 

15. None of them is poor. 

  A) All of them are poor   B) All of them are not poor   

C) Some are poor    D)Only few of them are poor. 

16. Nobody is interested in this matter. 

         A) Nobody is not interested in this matter.  

B) Everybody is not interested in this matter. 

  C) Somebody did not interested in this matter.  

D) Everybody did interested in this matter. 

17. Sekaran had better stop smoking. 

  A) Sekaran should not stop smoking. B) Sekaran avoids smoking. 

  C) Sekaran should stop smoking. D) Sekaran should smoke better. 
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mile or more long. Comets are mostly made of ice. They are very old. As 

comets travel close to the Sun, some of the ice melts off and becomes a 

gas. This melting process causes bits of dust and debris to trail behind the 

comet. This tail can be seen in the night sky as a bright, quickly-moving 

light. Comets orbit at the very edge of the galaxy, past Pluto. 

51. Comets are believed to be remnants of the materials created by the …… 

(a) Moon  (b) Sun      (c) Star (d) Asteroids 

52. Comets are mostly made of …………………… 

(a) dust     (b) ice     (c) sand    (d) snow 

53. The …………can be seen in the night sky as a bright, quickly-moving light. 

(a) head      (b) star     (c) tail    (d) wings 

54. Comets orbit at the very edge of the galaxy, past the ……………………. 

(a) Earth      (b) Neptune    (c) Pluto   (d) Saturn 

55. State whether the statement is true or false. 

The melting process causes bits of dust and debris to trail behind the comet. 

A) true       B) false  
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1. Match the rhyming words:                         

(i)  Filth  -  a. farmer         

(ii) cook  -  b. harm      

(iii) charm -  c. wealth  

(iv) armour -  d. look   

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

(i)  c d b a 

(ii)  c d a c 

(iii)  a b c d 

(v)         a b d c 

2. In 1998, Frank moved to London. (Identify the pattern) 

a) ASVA  b) ASVO  c) SVIODO  d) SVOC 

PART-III-(ENGLISH) 
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3. Fill in the blanks with suitable tags.  

You wouldn’t like to invite my Dad………………………….. 

a) did you?  b) would you?  c) won’t you? a) didn’t you?  

4.Which can be placed after water  

a. Food b. stick  c. fall d. cut  

5.The common expansion of IPC is: 

(a) Integrated Police Council  (b) Indian Penal Code 

(c) Independent Police Corps  (d) International Public Census 

6. Grandmother had wanted the peepul tree cut down because of ………… 

a) she did not like trees. 

b) she wanted to grow flowers. 

c) it was an old tree. 

d) it was knocking down the bricks of the outhouse. 

7.Language of the Notice should be ————. 

(A) very formal 

(B) simple and formal 
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(C) complicated and tricky 

(D) highly informal and simple 

8.An effective method of learning a language is: 

A. reading text books 

B. reading help books 

C. reading newspapers 

D. conversation 

9. Read the dialogues and choose the most appropriate options to 

complete the dialogues. 

Mother :  Why are you studying in the living room? 

Son :--------------- 

Mother : Then we will ask your father to look at it when he comes home. 

Son  :It will be great as I can't concentrate on my lessons thoroughly in 

this room. 

A) I got bored in my room and wanted a company. 

B) The lamp in my room isn't working. 

C) There had been too much noise coming from the next door. 
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D) Our bookshelf is in this room and I am fed up with going to my room 

        and coming back here. 

10.What would you write in the opening part of a formal letter? 

a) Asking about health 

b) Asking about family 

c) Informing the purpose of writing the letter 

d) None 

11.Add a prefix to the word. Sometime …..violet 

 a. Tranns  b. Ultra   c. Over d. inter 

12. Fill in the blank with correct Homophone. 

    I thought it might ………. 

A) Reign  B) rein   C) ruin  D) rain 

13. Change the given verb into noun form : Imagine 

 A) imagination B) imagined C) imaginative D) imaginary 

14. In each of the following sentences, an idiomatic expression or a 

proverb is highlighted   

     select the alternative which best describes its use in the sentence. 
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     The police will leave no stone unturned to discover the murderer 

A) Turn every stone   B) investigate thoroughly  

C)  make no excuse   D) be indifferent 

15. The correct was brought to a close with a display of fire words. 

 A) concluded  B) interrupted C) announced  D) cancelled 

Q.No.16-25.In the following passage, there are blanks each of which has been 

numbered.      

     Against  each number, four words are suggested find out the appropriate 

word in each case. A rich land owner was on his deathbed, gasping for breath. 

He told his three sons to    dig under his bed when he was gone, and he died. 

Some days later, the sons dug at the spot and unearthed three pots, (16) one 

above the other. The first pot contained mud, the middle contained dried cow 

dung and the (17) pot contained straw. Below this pot three was a silver coin. 

The brothers were puzzled. “Obviously, father meant to (18) some message to 

us through the pots and their contents, said the eldest brother. They (19) for a  

while but (10) of them could come up with an explanation. Finally they decided 

to (20)      their doctor, who was also a family friend. The doctor laughed when 

he, heard about   their problem. ‘Your father loved puzzles,’ he said, ‘The 

interpretation is simple. The topmost pot contains mud you say, that (21) he 
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wants his eldest son to have his fields.  The second pot contains cow dung. It 

means he wants his second son to have his (22) of  cattle. The last pot 

contains straw. Straw is golden coloured that means he wants his  youngest so 

to have all his gold.’ The brothers were happy with the way their father had  

divided his wealth and appreciated the doctor’s (24). ‘The silver coin at the 

bottom of the  pots? What does it mean?’ asked the youngest brother. ‘Your 

father knew you would  come to consult me,’ smiled the doctor, ‘The coin is 

my (25). 

16. A) only  B) stand  C) stood  D) placed 

17. A) least   B) lowest  C) less  D) deep 

18. A) tell  B) reguest   C) order  D) teach 

19.  A) think  B) thought C) relaxed   D) taught 

20. A) one   B) either  C) some  D) none 

21.  A) go   B) told   C) consult  D) take 

22.  A) meaning  B) telling      C) suggesting  D) means 

23. A) herd  B) flock       C) gathering  D) school 

24.  A) effort  B) wisdom C) brilliant  D) wit 

25.  A) friendship B) pot  C) fee  D) keep 
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Rearrange the following sentences in proper sequence to form a 

meaningful paragraph, and answer the given question. 

A) The farmer called his neighbours and asked them to help him put mud 

into the well but the mule thought that he was calling the neighbours 

to help him get out of the well. 

B) A farmer wanted to get rid of his old mule and buy a new one but the 

mule always came back from wherever the farmer left him. 

C) He walked away from his cruel master and never returned. 

D) One day the mule fell into the well and the farmer thought, ‘why not 

buy it there so that I don’t have to worry about getting rid of it? 

E) The mule started shaking off all the mud that fell on him and kept 

climbing on the leap of mud as it fell into the well, soon he was on top 

of the mud heap and he easily got out of the well. 

F) When they started putting mud in the well the mule realized his 

master’s plan and started thinking of ways to say himself. 

26. Choose the correct order of the sentences from the list given below: 

 A) ABDCEF  B) BDAFEC C) DFEABC  D) BDEFC 
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27. One who specializes in skin diseases is called as ……… 

 A) cardiologist B) dentist C) gerontologist D) dermatologist 

28. He is reluctant to ask for permission or leave early. 

 A) unhappy  B) ungrateful C) unwilling D) unsatisfied 

29. Choose the word which is most opposite in meaning of the word 

given.  Polite 

A) Angry B) sheepish  C) offended D) rude 

30. Reveal 

 A) show  B) exhibit  C) conceal  D) prohibit 

31. how many meaningful English words can be formed with the letters 

OTE using each  letter once? 

A) None  B) two   C) one   D) three 

32. Spot the odd one out.  

A) Bite  B) chew  C) suck  D) nibble 

33. choose the appropriate word and fill in the blank 

I do not know what ………… my father choose that particular school 

A) Happened  B) controlled  C) asked D) made 
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34. A muscular wall below rib cage is called ……… 

 A) diaphragm B) cuticles  C) squirming D) trigger 

35. Abbreviations are the shortened form of a ………… 

 A) sentence  B) dialogue  C) word D) poem 

36. What is the meaning of the idiom ‘get cold fest’ …… 

 A) get happy    B) get nervous  

C) getting prizes    D)getting punishment 

37. What animal is found, by taking the fifth letter of the second word, 

the ninth letter of the  first word, the sixth letter of the fourth word and 

the fourth letter of the their word? 

PARTICIPATION 

SHOULDER 

SYMBOLICALLY 

SALESMAN 

A) TOAD  B) LAMB  C) BULL  D) MARK 

38. A horse is tied to a 30 feet rope. A haystack lies 40 feet away, but the 

horse is able to eat  
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       it. How is this possible? 

A) The horse is very smart. 

B) The other end of the rope is not tied to anything. 

C) The distance is not measured correctly. 

D) The wind below and brought the haystack close to the horse. 

39. In the Active Learning Method (ALM) Mind map is drawn to check the 

…of the  students. 

A) Drawing Skill     B) Writing Skill  

C) understanding of the content D) to while away the time 

40. Identify the compound sentence: 

A) He is too tired to walk 

B) After he had done the sums he went to bed 

C) As she worked hard she completed the work. 

D) The farmer was old and he could not plough the field himself 

41. The reported speech consists of.      

(A) two clauses     (B) one clause 

(C) two phrases   (D) two or more phrases 
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42. The conjunction used for ‘WH’ type interrogative sentence in reported 

speech is.  

(A)  that  (B) How (C) while  (D) whether 

43. The direct form of  ‘that night’  is.      

  (A)  this night  (B) today night (C) tonight (D) last night 

44. In reported speech there should be a.      

   (A) listener only  (B) speaker only   

(C) speaker and a listener  (D) none of these  

45. ---------------- is used as a subject, an object and also a complement.

  (A) noun phrase    (B) Adjective phrase   

(C) Adverb phrase  (D) verb phrase 

46. On his arrival everyone shorted. Here ‘on his arrival’ is a/ an.  

  (A) noun phrase       (B) Adjective phrase  

(C) Adverb phrase    (D) verb phrase 

47. Identify the sentence which has no phrase.     

  (A) The sun rises in the east   (B) Hark work never fails      

 (C) she prayed      (D) They are playing 
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48. Direct speech can be called as.       

  (A) Reported speech    (B)  Indirect speech   

(C) quoted speech     (D) Lecture’s speech 

49. Which one of the following is correct?     

 (A) A clause is a part of a sentence  

(B) A clause has no subject and predicate   

  (C) A clause does not form a sentence   

(D) A clause does not stand on its own 

50.Read the following sentences and rewrite them into passive voice. 

Choose the right answer from the given alternatives: 

I have done my work. 

(a) My work have been done by me. 

(b) My work has been done by me. 

(c) The work will be done by me. 

(d) My work has not been done by me. 
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Choose The Best Alternative From The Choices Given: 

1. The reported speech consists of.          

(A) two clauses  (B) one clause(C) two phrases(D) two or more phrases 

2. The conjunction used for ‗WH‘ type interrogative sentence in reported 

speech is.  

(A)  that  (B) How (C) while  (D) whether 

3. The direct form of  ‘that night’  is.         

(A)  this night  (B) today night (C) tonight (D) last night 

4. In reported speech there should be a.         

(A) listener only  (B) speaker only   

(C) speaker and a listener  (D) none of these  

Date : 11-09-2022 TET 
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BATCH:4-FN/AN Lead To Success= 100% 
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5. ---------------- is used as a subject, an object and also a complement.   

(A) noun phrase    (B) Adjective phrase   

(C) Adverb phrase  (D) verb phrase 

6. On his arrival everyone shorted. Here ‗on his arrival‘ is a/ an.     

(A) noun phrase    (B) Adjective phrase  

(C) Adverb phrase  (D) verb phrase 

7. Identify the sentence which has no phrase.       

  (A) The sun rises in the east   (B) Hark work never fails   

(C) she prayed       (D) They are playing 

8. Direct speech can be called as.         

(A) Reported speech  (B)  Indirect speech   

(C) quoted speech  (D) Lecture‘s speech 

9. Which one of the following is correct?        

(A) A clause is a part of a sentence  

(B) A clause has no subject and predicate   

  (C) A clause does not form a sentence   

(D) A clause does not stand on its own 

10. A sub- ordinate clause can be classified in to --------------- types.    

(A) two   (B) three  (C) one  (D) four  
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11.  A sentence that has only one main clause and any number of sub ordinate 

clause is formed ------------sentence.      

(A)  simple    (B) complex (C) compound (D)simpleand complex 

12. A sentence which has its own subject and a finite verb, with or without 

phrases is called  ------------  sentence.         

(A) simple  (B) complex   

  (C) compound (D) complex and compound 

13. A sentence which has main clause is --------------------- sentence.   

(A) simple   (B) complex    

 (C) compound  (D)  simple, complex and compound 

14. Which one of the following is not a co - ordinating  conjunction.     

(A)  Yet   (B) still  (C) how  (D) or else 

15. Choose the compound sentence which has no error.      

(A) Give me some food but I‘ll starve        

(B) She was angry or she kept quiet          

(C) He was not only a philosopher but also a good painter     

(D) No goals were scored and it was an exciting game 

16. Identify the simple sentence.         

(A) Ask if he is at home   (B) No one knows who he is     

(C) Life is what we make it  (D) He doesn’t know what to do 
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17. A main clause can be called as.         

(A) Dependent clause   (B) secondary clause      

(C) co - ordinate clause    (D) sub- ordinate clause 

18. When a clause is stated with a sub - ordinating conjunction it is called as.  

(A)  dependent clause (B) independent clause  

(C) main clause    (D) principal clause 

19. Choose the right complex form of ‗ I heard of her failure‘.     

(A) I heard that he fails    (B) I heard that he will fail     

(C) I heard and that he failed   (D) I heard that he failed 

20. Choose the compound sentence for ‗I know about his arrival‘.    

(A) His arrival and I know about it    

(B) I know that he arrives    

(C) He arrives and I know about it    

(D) As he arrives and I know that 

Fill in the blanks with right sub- ordinating  conjunction.  

21. He became gentle ---------------- he grew old.       

 (A) but   (B) If   (C) As   (D) unless 

22. ----------------- he is rich, he is humble.        

(A) Though  (B) but  (C) Inspite of  (D) If 
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Fill in the blanks with right phrase 

23. ------------------ His learning, his judgement was bad.      

(A) In case of (B) Due to  (C) In spite of   (D) owing to 

24. -------------- Your being late, you will be fined.       

(A) In spite of    (B) In case of   (C) Despite (D) In addition to 

25. Pick out the odd one.            

(A) attractive  (B) lively    (C) pretty   (D) beautifully 

26. Many of us do not know this information.        

(A) don‘t they?  (B) do they?    (C) do we?   (D) don‘t we? 

27. write the noun form of ‗ warmly‘?          

(A) warm  (B) warmth  (C) warmer  (D) warming 

28. This is the person ----------- I wanted you to meet.      

(A) who   (B) whom  (C) whose   (D) which 

29. ---------------tense is used to a completed action at a particular time in the 

past.  

(A) past  (B) past perfect (C)past continuous  (D) present 

30. plural for erratum.            

(A) errata (B) errati  (C) erratum   (D) erratae 
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31.Add a prefix to the word. Sometime …..violet Add a prefix to the rays are 

harmful. 

 a. Tranns  b. Ultra   c. Over d. inter 

32.Reading made him a complete man. (Identify the pattern) 

a, SVOC b. SVOA  c, SVIODO 

33. You wouldn‘t like to invite my Dad,…… (Fill in the blanks with suitable tags) 

a) did you?  b) would you?  c) won‘t you? a) didn‘t you?  

34.Which can be placed after water  

a. Food b. stick  c. fall d. cut  

35.The common expansion of IPC is: 

(a) Integrated Police Council  (b) Indian Penal Code 

(c) Independent Police Corps  (d) International Public Census 

36. Grandmother had wanted the peepul tree cut down because of ………… 
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a) she did not like trees. 

b) she wanted to grow flowers. 

c) it was an old tree. 

d) it was knocking down the bricks of the outhouse. 

37.Language of the Notice should be ————. 

(A) very formal 

(B) simple and formal 

(C) complicated and tricky 

(D) highly informal and simple 

38.An effective method of learning a language is: 

A. reading text books 

B. reading help books 

C. reading newspapers 

D. conversation 

39. Read the dialogues and choose the most appropriate options to 

complete the dialogues. 

Mother :  Why are you studying in the living room? 
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Son :--------------- 

Mother : Then we will ask your father to look at it when he comes home. 

Son  :It will be great as I can't concentrate on my lessons thoroughly in this 

room. 

A) I got bored in my room and wanted a company. 

B) The lamp in my room isn't working. 

C) There had been too much noise coming from the next door. 

D) Our bookshelf is in this room and I am fed up with going to my room 

        and coming back here. 

40.What would you write in the opening part of a formal letter? 

a) Asking about health 

b) Asking about family 

c) Informing the purpose of writing the letter 

d) None 

41. Choose the correct phrase to till in the sentence. 

     She ……….. living in Chennai since 1989. 

A) have been B) had been C) have being D) has being 
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42. Fill in the blank with correct Homophone. 

    I thought it might ………. 

A) Reign  B) rein   C) ruin  D) rain 

43. Change the given verb into noun form : Imagine 

 A) imagination B) imagined C) imaginative D) imaginary 

44. In each of the following sentences, an idiomatic expression or a proverb is 

highlighted   

     select the alternative which best describes its use in the sentence. 

     The police will leave no stone unturned to discover the murderer 

A) Turn every stone   B) investigate thoroughly  

C)  make no excuse   D) be indifferent 

45. The correct was brought to a close with a display of fire words. 

 A) concluded  B) interrupted C) announced  D) cancelled 

Q.No.46-55.In the following passage, there are blanks each of which has been 

numbered.      

Against  each number, four words are suggested find out the appropriate word in 

each case. A rich land owner was on his deathbed, gasping for breath. He told his 

three sons to    dig under his bed when he was gone, and he died. Some days 
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later, the sons dug at the spot and unearthed three pots, (46) one above the 

other. The first pot contained mud, the middle contained dried cow dung and the 

(47) pot contained straw. Below this pot three was a silver coin. The brothers were 

puzzled. ―Obviously, father meant to (48) some message to us through the pots 

and their contents, said the eldest brother. They (49) for a  while but (50) of them 

could come up with an explanation. Finally they decided to (51)      their doctor, 

who was also a family friend. The doctor laughed when he, heard about   their 

problem. ‗Your father loved puzzles,‘ he said, ‗The interpretation is simple. The 

topmost pot contains mud you say, that (52) he wants his eldest son to have his 

fields.  The second pot contains cow dung. It means he wants his second son to 

have his (53) of  cattle. The last pot contains straw. Straw is golden coloured that 

means he wants his  youngest so to have all his gold.‘ The brothers were happy 

with the way their father had  divided his wealth and appreciated the doctor‘s (54). 

‗The silver coin at the bottom of the  pots? What does it mean?‘ asked the 

youngest brother. ‗Your father knew you would  come to consult me,‘ smiled the 

doctor, ‗The coin is my (55). 

46. A) only  B) stand   C) stood   D) placed 

47. A) least   B) lowest  C) less   D) deep 

48. A) tell  B) reguest   C) order   D) teach 

49.  A) think  B) thought  C) relaxed   D) taught 
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50. A) one   B) either  C) some   D) none 

51.  A) go  B) told  C) consult  D) take 

52.  A) meaning B) telling  C) suggesting  D) means 

53. A) herd  B) flock C) gathering  D) school 

54.  A) effort  B) wisdom C) brilliant  D) wit 

55.  A) friendship B) pot  C) fee   D) keep 

  56.    Rearrange the following sentences in proper sequence to form a 

meaningful paragraph, and answer the given question. 

A) The farmer called his neighbours and asked them to help him put mud into 

the well but the mule thought that he was calling the neighbours to help 

him get out of the well. 

B) A farmer wanted to get rid of his old mule and buy a new one but the mule 

always came back from wherever the farmer left him. 

C) He walked away from his cruel master and never returned. 

D) One day the mule fell into the well and the farmer thought, ‗why not buy it 

there so that I don‘t have to worry about getting rid of it? 

E) The mule started shaking off all the mud that fell on him and kept climbing 

on the leap of mud as it fell into the well, soon he was on top of the mud 

heap and he easily got out of the well. 
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F) When they started putting mud in the well the mule realized his master‘s 

plan and started thinking of ways to say himself. 

Choose the correct order of the sentences from the list given below: 

 A) ABDCEF  B) BDAFEC C) DFEABC  D) BDEFC 

57. One who specializes in skin diseases is called as ……… 

 A) cardiologist B) dentist C) gerontologist D) dermatologist 

58. He is reluctant to ask for permission or leave early. 

 A) unhappy  B) ungrateful C) unwilling D) unsatisfied 

59. choose the word which is most opposite in meaning of the word given. 

 Polite 

A) Angry B) sheepish  C) offended D) rude 

60. Reveal 

 A) show  B) exhibit  C) conceal  D) prohibit 

61. how many meaningful English words can be formed with the letters OTE 

using each  letter once? 

A) None  B) two   C) one   D) three 

62. The following sets of ideas / objects have some common feature / 

function. Spot the odd  
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       one out. Eg: bag, basket, hat, bucket 

 Ans: hat – the others are used for carrying things. 

A) Bite  B) chew  C) suck  D) nibble 

63. choose the appropriate word and fill in the blank 

I do not know what ………… my father choose that particular school 

A) Happened  B) controlled  C) asked D) made 

64. A muscular wall below rib cage is called ……… 

 A) diaphragm B) cuticles  C) squirming D) trigger 

65. Abbreviations are the shortened form of a ………… 

 A) sentence  B) dialogue  C) word D) poem 

66. What is the meaning of the idiom ‗get cold fest‘ …… 

 A) get happy    B) get nervous  

C) getting prizes    D)getting punishment 

67. What animal is found, by taking the fifth letter of the second word, the 

ninth letter of the  first word, the sixth letter of the fourth word and the fourth 

letter of the their word? 

PARTICIPATION 

SHOULDER 
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SYMBOLICALLY 

SALESMAN 

A) TOAD  B) LAMB  C) BULL  D) MARK 

68. A horse is tied to a 30 feet rope. A haystack lies 40 feet away, but the 

horse is able to eat  

       it. How is this possible? 

A) The horse is very smart. 

B) The other end of the rope is not tied to anything. 

C) The distance is not measured correctly. 

D) The wind below and brought the haystack close to the horse. 

69. In the Active Learning Method (ALM) Mind map is drawn to check the …of 

the  students. 

A) Drawing Skill     B) Writing Skill  

C) understanding of the content D) to while away the time 

70. Identify the compound sentence: 

A) He is too tired to walk 

B) After he had done the sums he went to bed 

C) As she worked hard she completed the work. 
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D) The farmer was old and he could not plough the field himself 

71.The reported speech consists of.      

(A) two clauses     (B) one clause 

(C) two phrases    (D) two or more phrases 

72. The conjunction used for ‗WH‘ type interrogative sentence in reported 

speech is.  

(A)  that  (B) How (C) while  (D) whether 

73. The direct form of  ‘that night’  is.       

 (A)  this night  (B) today night (C) tonight (D) last night 

74. In reported speech there should be a.        

 (A) listener only  (B) speaker only   

(C) speaker and a listener  (D) none of these  

75. ---------------- is used as a subject, an object and also a complement. 

 (A) noun phrase    (B) Adjective phrase   

(C) Adverb phrase  (D) verb phrase 

76. On his arrival everyone shorted. Here ‗on his arrival‘ is a/ an.   

 (A) noun phrase       (B) Adjective phrase  

(C) Adverb phrase    (D) verb phrase 

77. Identify the sentence which has no phrase.      

 (A) The sun rises in the east  (B) Hark work never fails       
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 (C) she prayed      (D) They are playing 

78. Direct speech can be called as.        

 (A) Reported speech    (B)  Indirect speech   

(C) quoted speech     (D) Lecture‘s speech 

79. Which one of the following is correct?       

(A) A clause is a part of a sentence  

(B) A clause has no subject and predicate   

  (C) A clause does not form a sentence   

(D) A clause does not stand on its own 

80.Read the following sentences and rewrite them into passive voice. Choose 

the right answer from the given alternatives: 

I have done my work. 

(a) My work have been done by me. 

(b) My work has been done by me. 

(c) The work will be done by me. 

(d) My work has not been done by me. 

81. Catherine Mary Heilman was inspired by principles. The given sentence is 

……. Voice 

 A) active B) impersonal  C) personal  D) formal passive 
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82. Dr.A.P.J.Abdul kalam served as the 11th president of India. The underlined 

verb is ……..  

 A) intransitive  B) infinitive  C) participle  D) transitive 

83. Antonym of ‗innate‘ is …….. 

 A) natural  B) in-born  C) artificial  D) fake 

84. ―Wings Of Fire‖ is  Dr.A.P.J.Abdul kalam 

 A) biography  B) auto-biography C) speech  D) essay 

85. Lakshmibai was born …….. Benares. 

 A) at   B) from  C) in    D) into 

86. If an Indian ruler died without a natural heir, the British simply took over 

his or her    ingdom. This rule is called the Doctorine of ……… 

A) Quit India  B) Lapse  C) Devadasi  D) Sudhesi 

87. Add prefix to the word ‗obedient‘ 

 A) ly   B) dis   C) ion   D) mis 

88. What is the plural of word ‗bacillus‘ ……. 

 A) bacilluses  B) bacills  C) bacilli  D) bacilli 

89. Arrange the following jumpled words in coherent order to form a 

meaningful sentence. 
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     That/remember/always/become/can/you/thinking/big/bib 

i) Remember always that by thinking you big can become big. 

ii) By thinking big you become big that can remember always. 

iii) Always remember that you can become big by thinking big. 

iv) Always become big by thinking big that you can remember. 

A) iii   B) ii   C) i   D) iv 

90. A figure of speech is an ………… mode of expression. 

 A) extraordinary B) ordinary  C) normal  D) abnormal 

91. Alliteration is the repetition of the same ………. Sound in several words in 

the same line. 

 A) vowel  B) consonant  C) diphthong  D) plosive 

92. Metaphor is a condensed or an ……. Simile. 

 A) alliteration B) implied  C) explained  D) personification 

93. ‗Gaia‘ is …….. personification of …….. earth. 

 A) a,an   B) the, an  C) a, the   D) the the 

94. Find the correct field to the given sentence. The land mass was called as 

Pangea 

 A) Geography  B)Chemistry  C)Botany  D) Physics 
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95. Give the American English word for ‗tap‘ 

 A) closet  B) faucet  C) wallet  D) knobe 

96. the meaning of the idiom ―once in a blue moon‘ 

 A) often B) very rarely  C) regularly  D) occasionally 

97. Give the abbreviation for ‗ZSI‘ 

 i) Zoological Scheme of India   ii) Zoological School of India 

 iii) Zoological Survey of India  iv) Zoo Survey of India 

 A) ii   B) iv   C) i    D) iii 

98. Give the sentence pattern 

  Due to gravity, the Earth could hold everything. 

 A)SVOA  B) SVOC  C) ASVO  D) ASVA 

99. Which among the following word has the correct spelling? 

 A) conceive  B) decetful  C) sedative D) prudence 

100. ‗You are the mouth and lips of Eternity‘ 

  The figure of speech used here is ……. 

A) Simile  B) metaphor  C) personification D) apostrophe 

101. The chipko movement was started …… 1970 …… Chamoli district. 
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 A) in,in  B) in,at   C) on,in  D) on,at 

102. ―Girl Star‖ is a ….. project 

 A) NGO  B) UNICEF  C) WHO  D) MHRD 

103. The two …. actions did not take place at the same time. 

 A) past perfect  B) past  C) present  D) future 

104. …….. Leela returned home, the parrot had flow away. 

 A) after  B) before  C) when  D) as soon as 

105. ‗need‘, ‗dare‘ and ‗used‘ are also used models at times. But they can be 

used as ….. also. 

 A) auxiliary verb B) be form verb C) main verb D) participles 

106. The evaluation tool for ABL method is …… system. 

 A) ladder  B) grade  C) mark  D) rank 

107. ―She left India as a student, but she would see the nation of her birth, all 

of it, from  hundreds of miles above‘-George W.Bush 

  The above quote is related to ……. 

A) Sunitha Williams  B) Kalpana Chawla C) Amirta Devi D) Saralabehn 

108. Fill in the blanks with correct homophones. ……….. I don‘t ……. the answer 

 A) No, know  B) know, no  C) know, know D) no,no 
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109. Change the underlined word into Noun form. 

 Sunitha Williams stayed in the space for the longest period of …… days. 

A) Long  B) lengthy  C) length  D) lengthen 

110. The question tags for imperative sentences are different. They reflect the 

….. of the speaker. 

A) Voice  B) tone  C) intonation  D) mood 
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